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Abstract
The purpose of our work is to automatically generate textual video description schemas from surveillance video scenes 
compatible with police incidents reports. Our proposed approach is based on a generic and flexible context-free ontology. 
The general schema is of the form [actuator] [action] [over/with] [actuated object] [+ descriptors: distance, speed, etc.]. We 
focus on scenes containing exactly two objects. Through elaborated steps, we generate a formatted textual description. 
We try to identify the existence of an interaction between the two objects, including remote interaction which does not 
involve physical contact and we point out when aggressivity took place in these cases. We use supervised deep learn-
ing to classify scenes into interaction or no-interaction classes and then into subclasses. The chosen descriptors used to 
represent subclasses are keys in surveillance systems that help generate live alerts and facilitate offline investigation.

Keywords Textual description · Video surveillance · Aggressive interaction · Scene analysis · Video understanding · 
Natural language

1 Introduction

Among the most modern public safety and law enforce-
ment tools are video surveillance systems. They provide a 
significant source of data, becoming the strong point of 
most investigations. A fundamental professional need is 
to extract useful information from the massive quantity of 
visual data generated by these surveillance systems.

Most existing video surveillance systems provide only 
the infrastructure to capture, transmit, store and distribute 
video images. Tedious tasks such as detecting an incident 
in a live stream or searching the archives for a specific 
scene depend on scarce and expensive human resources. 
The automatic scene description is essential in video sur-
veillance. It facilitates the post-processing of incidents, 

like dispatching of patrols. Moreover, video search can be 
promoted to another level by introducing object detec-
tion and tracking, as well as some more specific features 
such as direction, shape, deformability, or interaction. In 
particular, motion is a cue feature; the key is to focus on a 
non-linear motion like the one we may observe during an 
interaction between objects.

This work proposes a new approach for a generic 
context-independent textual description of video surveil-
lance scenes from the real-world. In this paper, we pre-
sent new representations for the sentences based on well-
structured templates, which can be applied to generate a 
scene description, similar to those used in police reports. 
Our approach is based on our ontology described in [1] 
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and explained in detail in the third paragraph, "Proposed 
Approach".

This paper mainly consists of seven paragraphs, in addi-
tion to the introduction; In the next section, we present the 
works related to the automatic video scene description.

In paragraph 3, we present our proposed approach. 
We introduce how we produce activity matrices of useful 
characteristics that can be used for generating alerts and 
querying the scenes. As well, we present how to generate 
textual descriptions from these matrices. Next, in para-
graph 4, we explain the experiments and results.

Then, in paragraph 5, we discuss the drawbacks and dif-
ficulties of our approach and its advantages.

Finally, in paragraph 6, a general conclusion, primary 
contributions and future works of this work are presented.

2  State of the art

Automatic video scene description includes understand-
ing and differentiating between the diversity of back-
grounds, objects, interactions and scenes types. Moreover, 
it requires a translation of the information into a compre-
hensible textual description or what is known as natural 
language. In the last decade, researchers have studied 
multiple strategies and ontologies to bridge the gap 
between visual content and textual description. For that, 
computer vision and natural language processing (NLP) 
fields are addressing such an issue separately or jointly [2].

In the state of art, two main types of approaches can 
be noticed; behaviour understanding and sentence gen-
eration approaches on one side and sequence learning 
approaches.

Sequence learning approaches directly learn how to 
match video content and sentences. This approach can be 
divided into video encoding and decoding stages. In the 
encoding stage, the visual features are directly extracted 
and learnt using different types of deep neural network 
algorithms, like CNN, RNN or LSTM. The produced result 
composes a fixed or dynamic real-valued vector. In the video 
decoding stage, the resulting vector from the first stage is 
used for text generation. The main techniques may involve 
speech recognition, language modelling, image caption-
ing, translation and more. These approaches are considered 
domain-specific, suitable for short video clips with limited 
vocabularies of objects and activities [3]. Some interesting 
works following the sequence learning approach for video 
description can be seen in [4, 5].

Behaviour understanding mainly relies on extracting 
features used to train individual classifiers to identify back-
ground, objects and actions in the scenes. Sentence gen-
eration generally requires a template with some syntactical 
structures, like Subject-Verb-Object SVO tuples. It may use 

a probabilistic model to map the essential visual content 
results from the video with each template element. How-
ever, these templates are mostly dedicated to some non-
generic variety of scenes [6].

Working specifically on video surveillance scenes, most 
of the research works targeting the description of these 
scenes follow the behaviour understanding and sentence 
generation approaches [7, 8]. Different templates have been 
proposed, like:

• (Object) (Action) in (Place) [at (high/low/middle) speed].
• A (colour) (size) (speed) (object type) coming from (entry 

zone) toward (exit zone).

The complicity here is due to the diversity of scenes in 
terms of location, object types and number, and various 
actions and interactions.

To simplify this problem, researchers proposed to add 
more assumptions. These propositions focused on particular 
types of objects, specific contexts and some specific actions. 
But these assumptions added more restrictions to the appli-
cability in the real world. As an example, we mention [9] 
where their system assumes a surveillance scene with some 
prior region information and only four object classes: pedes-
trian, car, bike and cycle, while no interaction was consid-
ered. Another example is [10], where the concepts include 
vehicle, people and traffic signs, to allow users to annotate 
traffic events. Some other researches [11, 12] focus only on 
one type of interaction; the aggressivity.

Our goal will be to design a description system for video 
surveillance, taking advantage of behaviour understand-
ing and sentence generation approaches, integrating some 
improvements by applying machine and deep learning 
methods.

3  Proposed approach

Our approach’s key idea is to leverage meaningful con-
tent features from the scene for better understanding and 
appropriate description. We compute a dense set of spati-
otemporal feature vectors to provide a localised descrip-
tion of the action. These features are well selected to satisfy 
the need of police operators and investigators. They are 
considered useful in generating alerts, enquiring the video 
surveillance footage and inferring textual sentences. We 
input those features into a supervised learning method for 
interaction classification. The proposed framework is con-
ceptually simple and has low storage and computational 
cost, making it attractive for real-time implementation.

Our approach, named Video Surveillance Scene 
Description (VSSD), includes the following stages; First, we 
segment the video based on the number of objects in the 
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scenes. We care to distinguish between deformable and 
non-deformable objects at this stage because there is a 
direct connection between the deformability of an object 
and its behaviour in an interaction. Second, we generate 
an activity map, highlighting the routes and the hot spots 
in the field of view (FOV) and indicating the background 
changes. Next, we extract several features and feed them 
to a DNN to serve for interaction classification. Then, we 
identify the critical moments in the scenes. And finally, we 
fill an activity matrix from which we generate the textual 
description which follows our templates.

Only two presumptions exist: 1- fixed camera, 2- only 
two moving objects in the scene. Although it is of high 
interest, there is a lack of scientific studies targeting this 
particular case.

In the diagram shown in Fig.  1, we present our 
approach’s workflow.

3.1  Segmentation and tracking

Many tests were done on available segmentation and 
multi-object tracking algorithms. A search for functional 
segmentation and tracking methods led to algorithms and 
methods shown in Table 1 and others. After comparative 
tests, we selected the method in [19], called "Motion-Based 

Multiple Object Tracking", provided by Matlab. This algo-
rithm is based on two main steps; 1- Detecting moving 
objects in each frame based on Gaussian Mixture Models 
and 2- Tracking the moving objects from frame to frame, 
based on Kalman filter.

The next step is to cut the video into scenes according 
to the number of present objects; zero, one, two or more.

3.2  Object classification

From the surveillance point of view, non-deformable 
object actions are easy to analyse. While deformable parts 
of an object move freely in an unpredicted way, making 
the interaction more complicated and harder to interpret.

Our main goal is to have an abstract description. We 
could not find, for our knowledge, a generic algorithm 
that can segment any object type into its semantic sub-
components under different external factors proof, i.e., 
invariant regarding the scene visibility and the lighting. 
Therefore, we limit the classification and restrain from the 
analysis of sub-object segments in the presence of inter-
acting deformable objects. We check the blobs encasing 
each object to determine if it is deformable or not. The 
applied method is ours and has been published in [20].

3.3  Background model and activity localisation

Once the object segmentation task is accomplished, we 
now know whether a pixel belongs to an object or the 
background for each video frame. Using this information, 
we build the coefficient matrix Ct . Ct is a cumulative matrix, 
where each value represents the number of times the cor-
responding pixel belonged to an object, from frame 0 until 
frame t  . The matrix is obtained by cumulating individual 
binary matrices Mt , each for a given frame at time t  , in (1) 
and (2):

where p(x, y) is the pixel of coordinates (x, y).

(1)Mt(x, y) =

{
0, p(x, y) ∈ an object at time t

1, otherwise

Object Tracking

Object
Classifica�on

Feature 
Extrac�on

Background Change 
Detec�on & Ac�vity 
Hot Spot Localisa�on

Video 
Segmenta�on

Scene Analysis 
& Descrip�on

Interac�on
Classifica�on

Scene 
Classifica�on 

Fig. 1  Proposed approach diagram, where each phase connected 
to an arrow starting point feeds the phase connected to the termi-
nal point of the corresponding arrow

Table 1  List of some tested 
algorithms for objects 
segmentation and tracking

# name reference

1 Tracking Interacting Objects [13]
2 Discrete–Continuous Energy Minimization for Multi-Target Tracking [14]
3 Continuous Energy Minimization for Multi-Target Tracking [15]
4 GMCP-Tracker [16]
5 Moving-Target-tracking-with-openCV [17]
6 Online Multi-Object Tracking by Decision Making [18]
7 Motion-Based Multiple Object Tracking [19]
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Based on this coefficient matrix, next, we will calculate 
the background model.

3.3.1  Background change detection

Since the camera is fixed, we can locate the background 
parts that have changed due to the objects’ movement, 
the routes followed by them and the activity’s spots.

The temporary background model Bt is a matrix repre-
senting the temporary cumulative background, where all 
pixels from the frame are taken into consideration except 
the one belonging to an object in the current frame. It is 
calculated as in (3):

Then for each frame of the sequence, we update the 
value of the matrix as follows in (4):

The dot symbol (.) represents the dot product in matrix 
operation, i.e., point to point multiplication and the divi-
sion symbol (/) also represents the point to point division, 
unless the denominator is null; in this case, the result is set 
to zero. It is the frame at time t .

In a video sequence with n frames S =
{
It|t = 0..n

}
 , then 

Bn represents the background model. It is merely the aver-
age image without the moving objects.

In reality, more than one background model may be 
needed, especially in long scenes cases. This is due to pos-
sible permanent changes in the background, light changes 
or inert objects displacement. Therefore, the algorithm 
generates and uses a new background model every time 
a large percentage of pixels significantly change their val-
ues for a relatively long period.

3.3.2  Routes and activity spots plan

In the coefficient matrix Ct , low values represent the flows 
of the moving objects. To find out the routes and the map 
of activities, first, we normalise Cn : Cn = Cn∕n . Then, we 
apply on Cn a simple image processing method in three 
steps:

1. Pixel quantification: to reduce the pixel intensity inter-
val into four values, respectively: no activity, marginal 
areas, regular routes and hot spots representing highly 
frequented locations.

2. Morphological filtering: we perform opening and clos-
ing to smooth the map.

(2)Ct =
∑t

k=0
Mk

(3)B0 = I0.C0

(4)Bt = (Bt−1.Ct−1 + It .Mt)∕Ct

3. Background addition: the resulting matrix is added to 
the background model Bn.

We obtain a scene model which can be used for detect-
ing anomalies and in the description phase. Figure 2 shows 
a scene model example.

3.4  Feature extraction

The choice of the features to extract from the videos’ 
scenes impacts the efficiency and accuracy of the method.

Five types of features were extracted:

1. Object spatial features: mainly dimensions (width, 
height, surface, perimeter), position, shape (bound-
ing box, intensity, RGB, Hu moments [21]) and type 
(deformable/non-deformable) of each of the objects.

2. Object temporal features: variations of spatial features 
between frames, including displacements such as dis-
tance, speed and angle.

3. Inter-objects features: the difference of spatial features 
between the two objects.

4. Inter-frames features: for most of the above features f  , 
we extract the derivative f ′  and the second derivative 
f ′′ . Then for each f ,f ′ and f ′′ , we find seven global inter-
frames features in a fixed-size window: the minimum, the 
first, the last, the middle, the average, the median and the 
standard deviation, normalised by the maximum value.

5. Trajectory features: we consider three trajectories, 
one for each object centroid and one for their middle 
point, to which we apply three smoothing filters: aver-
age (5), first-order (6) and second-order prediction (7) 
according to Taylor development.

(5)xp(t + 1) = (x(t) + x(t + 2))∕2

(6)xp(t + 1) = x(t) + x�(t)

(7)xp(t + 1) = x(t) + x�(t) +
(
x��(t)

)
∕2

Fig. 2  Scene model (right) obtained by adding the processed coef-
ficient matrix to the background model. Marginal areas A, routes B 
and activity hot spots C are shown in different colours. Scene "Left-
Box" from the dataset "CAVIAR" 2004
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For each of the nine trajectories, we calculate two fea-
tures; (a) the standard deviation of the distance between 
the filtered position and the one corresponding to the 
centroid and (b) the largest distance. Those values give 
information about the smoothness of the trajectories.

3.5  Scene classification

In our ontology [1], we proposed classifying the video 
scenes into 15 types according to the number of objects 
before and after any interaction combined with other fac-
tors like background changes and feature changes. We 
mainly monitor the changes of two characteristics, the 
Hu moments and the surface of the object. Table 2 sum-
marises the expected evolutions of those features in dif-
ferent cases. We show in Fig. 3 an example of scene type 
7, corresponding to an object left in the scene; the scene 
is from the dataset VISOR [22].

3.6  Interaction classification

An essential task for the safety observers of public places is 
to identify irregular actions. Police officers want to observe 
any unusual interaction between humans or vehicles. 
An interaction between two objects is called distant or 
remote if it does not involve physical contact. Most of the 
physical interactions are preceded by remote ones. Note, 
as an example, that people shout before they start fight-
ing. Hence, it is crucial to detect the moment a distant 
interaction starts.

Furthermore and for the benefit of law enforcement, 
the interaction’s aggressiveness is also to be identified. 

We add accordingly two more subclasses: aggressive and 
peaceful interaction.

Interaction classification is accomplished using three 
different multi-layered DNNs. First, we apply a binary inter-
action classification over fixed-size windows of the scenes 
to identify the existence of interaction. Next, scenes with 
interaction undergo two more in-depth analysis add-
ing the sub-classes: distant or physical and aggressive 
or peaceful. Post-processing, each window classification 
result is smoothed regarding the temporal-consistency 
[23] to label the complete scenes.

3.7  Scene analysis and description

We inspire our description schema from the real incidents’ 
cases. Incident police reports should contain the five Ws; 
who,what,where,when andwhy . For objectivity purpose, 

Table 2  Scene classification 
into 15 types, according to 
number of objects before 
and after the action, to the 
background changes and to 
objects’ features

#scene type #obj before #obj after bckg changes Feature changes

1 NA NA NA NA
2 1 0 No
3 1 0 Yes
4 1 1 No
5 1 1 Yes No Hu moments changes
6 1 1 Yes Hu moments changes & 

surface changes
7 1 1 Yes All features change
8 1 2 Yes
9 1 2 No
10 2 1 Yes
11 2 1 No
12 2 0 Yes
13 2 2
14 2 2
15 Many Many

Fig. 3  (left) A scene where a person leaves a bag and then 
another person comes and takes it. (right) The graph of compari-
son between the frames and the corresponding temporary back-
ground model. X axis is the frame number, Y axis is the percentage 
of change between the frames and the temporary background 
model. The graph indicates critical background changes near the 
frame 1500 and 1700, the moments of bag deposit and retrieval. 
VISOR Dataset 2017
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we replace the why with how . The latter key points draw a 
frame to our textual description.

At relevant moments in the scene, two kinds of descrip-
tions are generated. The first description concerns each 
moving object’s initial state separately: position, deforma-
bility, speed and movement direction. The second descrip-
tion focus on the interaction between the two objects. It 
reports the type of interaction, its aggressiveness and its 
influence on each of the objects after-state.

3.7.1  Scene key moments

To choose the key moments suitable for description, we 
rely on irregularities in the objects’ characteristics or the 
interaction. By irregularities, we mean sudden changes, 
local maxima or minima and so forth. Several character-
istics determine the behaviour of an object:

1. Object characteristics: deformability, shape (invariant 
Hu moments, surface), relative position by reference 
to labelled areas or an area of interest, see Fig. 4, and 
displacement related (speed, direction).

2. Inter-object characteristics: the distance between the 
objects, and relative position or direction.

3. Interaction features: existence, distance, and aggres-
siveness.

These characteristics are represented using graph-
based pattern discovery, from which we extract key 
moments to generate the description. An example of the 
keyframes for the scene "LeftBox" from the database [24] 
is shown in Fig. 4.

Key moments should be defined according to essen-
tial variations in the extracted features. The importance 
of the variations differs from a scene type to another and 
from one user needs to another. Considering that and 
as we want to keep our system generic, the description 
density control is given to the user as a hyper-parameter. 
Thresholds can be set as well, as hyper-parameters, to 
control the amount of the generated data. Triggered by 
the key moments, an activity matrix is generated.

3.7.2  Activity matrix

For each key momentki , i ∈ {1, 2, ...m} , corresponding 
characteristics are generated and filled in a vector Vi , 
see (8).

where:
F is the frame number of the key moment ki,
O1 and O2 are the object’s characteristics vectors,
IO contains the inter-object characteristics and.
IN has interaction features values.
Now, consider:

The vectors Vi form the activity matrix A , Eq. (9), which 
then saves, for chosen key moments of the scene, a full set 
of features′ values, describing it. This matrix can be used 
to build sophisticated scenario models based on context-
dependent thresholds.

Finally,A is mapped into textual descriptions by simply 
applying logical rules to fill the blanks in our structured 
templates.

3.7.3  Scene description

We introduce template models for textual description. We 
propose two types of templates:

1. Object templates: for each of the objects, three tem-
plates were introduced. In these templates, words 
between quotes denote values, clauses between curly 
brackets surround options and square brackets indi-
cate facultativity. At the key moment where an object 
enters or exits the scene, the description follows two 
slightly different templates, called "object entrance 
template" and "object exit template". In both cases, we 
use absolute description (ex: big) instead of compara-
tive description (ex: bigger) of the current moment ki 
relatively to the previous one ki−1 . At each of the key 

(8)Vi = {F ,O1,O2, IO, IN}

(9)A =
{
Vi , i = 1⋯m

}

Fig. 4  An example of a key frame, over which we show the eight 
directions (in red and green) and the sixteen areas. We can also see 
the trajectories (object1 in red, object2 in green). Scene “LeftBox”, 
CAVIAR dataset [24]
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moments of an object, other than the entrance and the 
exit , an "object template" is structured as follows:

"Type" object "ID" {
moves in "Area of Interest" spot 
| 
leaves "Area of Interest" spot
[ and moves in "Area of Interest" spot ] 

| 
moves

} 
on the "Frame Area Symbol" 
of the { inside | outside } area of the camera field of view, 
heading [immediately] "Direction", 
[  
{ toward | away from } the object "ID",

] 
{  no big changes occurring respectively on 

| 
occurring respectively irregularity in

} its shape, and 
{ no big |  big } changes occurring respectively on its surface,
[ having now { smaller | bigger } one, ] 
and having [respectively { considerable | slight } ] 
{ increasing of its | decreasing of its | stable } speed.

2. Inter-objects templates: two templates were intro-
duced.

a. "inter-objects entrance template": when the second 
object enters the scene, at this key moment, the 
description is activated and follows:

The two objects are respectively 
{ far | close }, 
{ no interaction 
|
a { distant | physical} 
{ aggressive | peaceful } interaction

} occurs between them.

b. at each of the key moments, a proposed "inter-objects 
general template" is structured as follow:

The two objects are respectively 
{ approaching | receding | merged }, 
{ no interaction 
| 
a { distant | physical} 
{ aggressive | peaceful } interaction

} occurs between them.

In order to establish the mapping between the activ-
ity matrix A and the templates, we use logical threshold-
based rules [1]. An example of these rules, a sample rule 
considering the position and the direction comparison 
between the two objects is presented below. Hereby two 
conditions were applied.

For object 1, at a key moment ki , in a given scene, let 
� be the angle between the vector direction of object 
1 and the vector direction formed by the centroid of 
object 1 and the centroid of object2 (10):

Then, if |�| ≤ 45 add to description {toward the object 
2}, if |�| ≥ 135 , add to description {away from the object 2}.

Finally, the system generates two kinds of descriptions; 
a full one and a short one. The full description involves 
each key moment and includes all the features values. 
Only the features associated with the most important 
key moments appear in the short description, the ones 
showing irregularities. Tables7 and 8 show an example of 
describing the scene "LeftBox" taken from the database 
"CAVIAR" [24]. We can see the activity matrix in Table 7 and 
the full description in Table 8.

“At frame 392: Object 2: Deformable object 2 moves, 
in F spot, on the right middle of the inside area of 
the camera field of view, heading immediately down 
right, toward the object 1, no big change occurring 
respectively on its shape and big changes occurring 
respectively on its surface having now bigger one, 
and having respectively slight increasing of its speed.
Object 1 & Object 2: The two objects are respectively 
receding; a physical peaceful interaction occurs 
between them”.

Example of the results we were able to generate for 
scene description at a single moment.

4  Experiments and results

Our proposed method consists of many stages, concep-
tual, modelling, then learning for classification. We did 
experiments to evaluate the learning stage of the process.

4.1  Dataset selection, preparation 
and pre‑processing

There is no dataset dedicated for two-objects interaction 
in surveillance video. We examined many available gen-
eral video surveillance datasets; some are mentioned in 
Table 3. Among these datasets, we extracted 323 scenes 
suitable for our experiments and we manually annotated 
them. We got a total of 1903s of videos. A small number 
was later discarded due to tracking failure. We pre-pro-
cessed this crafted dataset by cutting it into fixed-size 
scenes, each of 25 frames. We obtained 6029 windows, 
from which only 2208 windows of interaction. Among the 

(10)𝛼 =
�(

������������������⃗
(
c1,i−1, c1,i

)
, ���������������⃗
(
c1,i , c2,i

))
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2208 interaction windows, were 5962 distant interactions 
and 67 physical ones. Then, we extracted the five types 
of features discussed earlier, which gave us 2498 features.

In the pre-processing data phase, we augmented the 
dataset volume by adding artificial scenes, to note: reverse 
footage. We duplicated, as well, the number of positive 
cases to balance the negative and positive inputs for the 
three classifications. The three classifications were trained 
and tested according to the dataset mentioned in Table 4.

4.2  Classification training and results

To implement our classification models, after many tests 
on classical ML and NN algorithms, we chose a multi-lay-
ered DNN; Feedforward fully connected networks called 
Pattern recognition networks [30] in MATLAB and Simulink 
environment were trained by backpropagation of error. 
To achieve the desired outputs, several tests were made. 
For each of the three classifications, one classification 
DNN model, showing best results, was selected. Table 5 
lists the used parameters for the three DNN classifications 
and Table 6 shows the results for the three classifications.

5  Discussion

In our approach, we faced many challenges; however, 
important outcomes were delivered.

While the size of the dataset we crafted remains insuf-
ficient for a very sharp evaluation benchmark, the absence 

of a specific annotated dataset for two-objects interaction 
confirms that the problem is actual and still not resolved.

The segmentation and tracking algorithm suffered 
from:

1. One major issue: the traditional occlusion when two 
moving objects are physically close. Using the Kalman 
filter to estimate the location did not work well with 
moving occluded objects. The occluded object loca-
tion and boundary box were estimated for some 
number of frames, while the foreground object is miss-
detected. Consequently, the physical interaction in a 
scene was detected for only some frames per scene. 
And then, analysing and describing the interaction 
had no more effect until the two objects separate.

2. One marginal issue: the false segmentation of the 
object when it is moving in a complex background. 
This issue can trigger a description declaring a signifi-
cant change in the object Hu moments or surface. This 
can be overpassed at the level of thresholding.

A simple solution could be by replacing this algorithm. 
Having lately good results with detecting objects using 
deep learning, like YOLOv5 and Faster R-CNN, a good plan 
could be by testing these algorithms; then, if one delivers 

Table 3  Used datasets

# name reference

1 BEHAVE Interactions Test Case [25]
2 CAVIAR: Context Aware Vision using Image-based 

Active Recognition
[24]

3 “EPFL” data set: Multi-camera Pedestrian Videos [26]
4 UT-Interaction dataset [27]
5 Advanced Video and Signal based Surveillance [28]
6 VISOR Video surveillance online repository [22]
7 VIRAT Video Dataset [29]

Table 4  Balanced dataset input characteristics

classif input records feature /
record

input records classifica-
tion

Inter. | No 14,902 2305 Inter. 7657 No 7245

Dist. | Phys. 7079 2303 Phys. 3640 Dist. 3439
Aggr.| Peac. 6703 2303 Aggr. 3439 Peac. 3264

Table 5  Used parameters for the 3 classification DNNs

Other parameters: chosen algorithm: Pattern recognition network: 
feedforward network composed of fully connected layers—Sigma 
σ: 5.0 e−7—Lambda λ: 5.0 e−5—Activation function: Logsig for the 
hidden layers & Softmax for the output layer.

#scene type # hidden layers # neurons # of epochs Test set 
results

Inter.| No 7 586 325 87.5%
Dist.|Phys. 4 426 102 93.7%
Aggr.| Peac. 4 546 88 93.8%

classif train set val set test set

Inter. | No 80% 10% 10%
Dist.| Phys. 70% 15% 15%
Aggr. |Peac. 70% 15% 15%

Table 6  Results for the three classification DNN algorithms

Classif True Positive False Posi-
tive

False Nega-
tive

True 
Negative

Inter. | No 568
43.1%

19
1.4%

146
11.1%

585
44.4%

Dist.| Phys. 400
45.5%

24
2.7%

31
3.5%

424
48.2%

Aggr. | Peac. 320
41.9%

8
1%

39
5.1%

397
52.0%
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Posi�on and direc�on / second Object
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Shape (Hu)
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Table 8  The full description of the scene "LeftBox"[24], results of map-
ping matrix A into our proposed templates. At each key moment, cor-
responding to one of the irregularities mentioned in the description 

of Table 7 and marked in red, the full state of the objects and the inter-
action are described. Notice: near frame 145 the two objects start a 
distant peaceful interaction, which ends near frame 190.

45
0 11 Object 1

Object 1

Object 2

1 Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

17
7 Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

Object 1

Object 2

Object 1 & 
Object 2

412 Object 1

VI
DE

O
 ID

230

"Deformable " object "1" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Le� Middle " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading immediately "Up Le�", "Toward" 
the object "2", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely slight 
"decreasing" of its speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" leaves, "C" spot, and moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Middle",  
"Occurring respec�vely irregularity in" its shape, and "No big changes occuring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely  considerable "increasing" 
of its speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Approaching",  No Interac�on occurs between them.

238

"Deformable " object "1" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Le� Middle " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Le�", "Toward" the object 
"2", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having slight "decreasing" of its  
speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" exits the scene, from "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Middle",  "No big 
changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely  slight "decreasing" of its 
speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Approaching",  No Interac�on occurs between them.

"Deformable " object "1" leaves "B" spot and exits the scene, from "A" spot, on the  "Down Right " of the "outside " area of the camera field of view, heading 
immediately "Down Middle", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having 
respec�vely slight "increasing" of its speed.  

48

185

 "Deformable " object "1" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Down Right " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading immediately "Up Middle",  "No 
big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely slight "increasing" of its 
speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" moves, in "C" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading immediately "Up Middle", "No big 
changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely  slight "decreasing" of its 
speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Approaching",  A "Distant" "Peaceful" Interac�on occurs between them.

190

"Deformable " object "1" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Down Right " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Middle", "Toward" the 
object "2", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely slight 
"increasing" of its speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" moves, in "C" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Middle",  "Away from" the 
object "1", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely  "stable" 
speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Approaching",  No Interac�on occurs between them.

Bi
rt

h 
Fr

am
e 110

"Deformable " object "1" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading immediately "Down Right ", "Away 
from" the object "2", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape , and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having 
respec�vely "stable" speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down Middle", "No big changes 
occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its Surface, and having respec�vely "stable" Speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Receding", no Interac�on occurs between them.

145

"Deformable " object "1" leaves, "B" spot, and moves, in "A" spot, on the  "Down Middle " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down 
Right ", "Away from" the object "2",   "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and 
having respec�vely slight "increasing" of its speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down Middle",   "No big changes 
occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely  considerable "decreasing" of its 
speed. 

AC
TI

VI
TY

 N
U

M
BE

R

The two objects are respec�vely "Receding", A "Distant" "Peaceful" Interac�on occurs between them.

160

"Deformable " object "1"  leaves, "A" spot, and moves, in "B" spot, on the  "Down Right " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down 
Right ", "Away from" the object "2",   "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and 
having respec�vely considerable "decreasing" of its speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" leaves, "B" spot, and moves, in "C" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down 
Middle", "Toward" the object "1", "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and 
having respec�vely  considerable "increasing" of its Speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Receding",  A "Distant" "Peaceful" Interac�on occurs between them.

noitpircsedlautxeTtegratcseD#emarFofnI
"Deformable " object "1" enters the scene, from " A " spot, on the  "Down Middle " of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Up Middle ", 
having respec�vely "Regular " shape, "Small " surface, and "High " speed. 

De
at

h 
Fr

am
e

101

"Deformable " object "1"  leaves, "A" spot, and moves,  in "B" spot, on the  "Up Le� " of the "Inside " area of the camera field of view, heading immediately 
"Right Middle ",  "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its shape, and "No big changes occurring respec�vely on" its surface, and having respec�vely 
slight "decreasing" of its speed. 
"Deformable " object "2" enters the scene, from " B " spot, on the  "Up Le�" of the "Outside " area of the camera field of view, heading "Down Middle ", 
having respec�vely "regular " shape, "small " surface, and "low " speed. 

The two objects are respec�vely "Far", No Interac�on occurs between them.
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better results and satisfies all the conditions, our selected 
tracking and segmentation algorithm can be replaced in 
our overall approach.

On the other hand, we claim that our VSSD approach 
differs positively in the following points. The input features 
are dedicated to the interaction classification process, 
where many of the other methods do not export appropri-
ate features from the videos. VSSD takes into consideration 
the diversity of scenes and does not apply any restrictions.

VSSD implements the original classification idea of dis-
tant versus physical interaction, while other works focus 
only on the physical one. Detecting distant aggressive 
interaction can alert the observers, in a surveillance con-
trol room, at early stages, giving them precious time to act.

The object features are expressed and stored, forming 
a higher semantical set of metadata. Such annotation is 
immensely helpful to the end-user when querying the 
archives for an incident with a specific description. We 
tried to encounter, in those features, most of the queries 
used in practice to search for an incident in the archives.

Finally, the description alert flags depend on a set 
of hyperparameters whose values are surely context-
dependent. This leaves the main handle to the user. The 
grammar is expandable; the system can be considered as a 
toolset. The new structured templates contain the primary 
information reported by the police in real case incident 
description. Consequently, the textual description can be 
generated automatically as draft reports.

6  Conclusion and Perspectives

In this work, we look at the fundamental problem of gen-
erating textual descriptions of important contents in video 
surveillance scenes. We based on our new generic context-
free ontology focused on objects interactions. We point 
out some basic undercover problematic needs and pro-
vide many solutions.

While analysing and understanding a wide variety of 
video scenes, our approach introduces new concepts and 
highlights important features to classify video objects’ 
interactions. We propose a new classification of scenes 
based on background changes, the number of objects 
and the study of specific object characteristics. We clas-
sify interactions using deep learning. We introduce a 
very useful activity matrix, highlighting appropriate key 
moments and serves for description based on graph pat-
tern discovery.

Finally, we propose very effective rule-based templates 
to structure the textual descriptions. Our templates sup-
port CCTV reports for real incidents description since one 
of the authors is a Major at the head of a central CCTV Con-
trol Room in the Lebanese Internal Security Forces. And 

therefore, we know that, when properly implemented and 
used, visual surveillance systems, supported by intelligent 
video analysis, can become a very effective weapon in law 
enforcement agencies’ hands. We intend to learn the classi-
fiers on a real dataset, but this project is highly critical and 
needs special permissions. From a practical point of view, 
we can imagine the generation of specific scene descrip-
tions, integrating labelled contextual information.

We consider our work as a leading project that can be 
extended by analysing deeper levels of classifications. 
Also, we may add more semantic depth to the descrip-
tion model. To state as an example, deciding whether a 
specific interaction has "bad" or "good" overall influence.

Furthermore, to obtain better tracking and segmenta-
tion results, the current tracking and segmentation algo-
rithm can be replaced by a more recent algorithm based 
on deep learning, potential YOLO v5 or Faster R-CNN.

In a more classic extension, it is interesting to apply our 
approach on more complex scenes, showing interactions 
between more than two objects.

Finally, as working on thousands of hours of videos 
surveillance footage, all the output data from our sys-
tem, when applying, can form big data. This big data or 
metadata collected and accumulated can be then learned 
through clustering and regression to model and predict 
the objects’ behaviours and interactions.
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